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Abstruct: We show that solvable Lie groups of Iwasawa type satisfying the Osserman condition are symmetric 
spaces of noncompact type and rank one. As a consequence, the Osserman con.jecture holds for non-flar 
homogeneous manifolds of nonpositive curvature. 
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Let M be a riemannian manifold, R its curvature tensor and Rx the curvature operator, 
detined by RxY = R(Y. X)X, X a unit tangent vector. When Rx has constant eigenvalues, 
counting multiplicities, independently of X in T,]M and of the choice of p in M, the riemannian 
manifold is said to satisfy the Osserman condition (or condition [0] for short). It is immediate 
to see that condition [O] is satisfied by rank one symmetric spaces, since being two point 
homogeneous, the isometry group acts transitively on the unit sphere bundle. Based in results 
obtained in [l I], Osserman conjectured that locally rank one symmetric spaces are the only 
non-flat riemannian manifolds satisfying this condition. 
The purpose of the present work is to prove the validity of the Osserman conjecture in the case 
of a homogeneous manifold of nonpositive curvature. An outline of the proof i s as follows. Every 
ricmannian manifold satisfying condition [0] is Einstein, hence by applying results from [ 8 I. 
it is sufficient to verify the conjecture in the case of a solvable Lie groups of Iwasawa type. In 
Section 1, the geometric hypothesis on the constancy of the eigenvalues is strongly used to obtain 
algebraic restrictions on the solvable Lie group. We use this information to show that an Iwasawa 
type group verifying the Osserman condition (without imposing restrictions on the curvature) 
has strictly negative curvature. In Section 2 we compute the curvature operator in v,arious’ 
directions, obtaining expressions for the eigenvalues. In Section 3 we use this expressions to 
find more restrictions for the possible eigenvalues, showing that actually the curvature operatot 
can have at most two. This implies our main result. 
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Theorem. If S is a solvable Lie group of Iwasawa type satisjjGng the Osserman condition then 
S is symmetric space of noncompact ype and rank one. 
The class of riemannian manifolds obtained by considering solvable groups of Iwasawa type 
contains as subclasses the Damek-Ricci spaces (where the conjecture holds [2, Th. 2 (4.5)]), and 
more generally simply connected homogeneous Einstein manifolds of nonpositive curvature. 
As a consequence of the previous theorem we have, 
Corollary. A non-jlat homogeneous manifold of nonpositive curvature satisfying the Osserman 
condition is a rank 1 symmetric space of noncompact ype. 
Progress towards a proof of the conjecture have been made in various situations (see [3,4,7] 
for instance). In [3] Chi proved the Osserman conjecture for n E 1 (2), n E 2 (4) and n = 4 
by applying in the first two cases, obstructions theorems on the results of Adams concerning 
vectors fields. Our approach to the proof differs from those in the papers above and uses strongly 
the relation between the geometric and algebraic information present in the homogeneous case. 
1. Osserman condition on Lie algebras of Iwasawa type 
A solvable Lie algebra 5 with inner product (. , .) is a metric Lie algebra of Iwasawa type, if 
it satisfies the conditions 
(i) ti = a @ n where n = [s, 51 and a, the orthogonal complement of n, is abelian. 
(ii) All operators ad H, H E a are symmetric. 
(iii) For some Ho E a, adH, la has positive eigenvalues. 
The simply connected Lie group S with Lie algebra 5 and left invariant metric induced by 
the inner product (. , .) will be called of Iwasawa type. The Levi-Civita connection and the 
curvature tensor associated to the metric can be computed by, 
207xY, Z) = (LX, n Z) - (K z17 w + ([Z, Xl, Y), 
R(X, y> = PX> VYI - V[X,Y] 
for any X, Y, Z in 5. 
For each unit vector X in 5 the associated operator Rx is the self-adjoint endomorphism 
of ti defined by RxY = R(Y, X)X. If Rx has constant eigenvalues, counting multiplicities, 
independently of X, we will say either that the metric Lie algebra ti (equivalently the Lie 
group S) satisfies condition [0] or that it satisfies the Osserman condition. Osserman spaces 
are Einstein since the Ricci curvature satisfies 
Ric(X, X) = tr Rx = (tr Rx,lxi)jXl* = cJXj*, 
where c is a constant. Whenever we mention eigenvalues of Rx we always mean those of the 
restriction Rx 1 x~. 
Let 5 be a metric Lie algebra of Iwasawa type. By a direct calculation using the identities 
above one obtains, VH = 0 for all H E a. Hence if H E a and X E n 
RH = -ads and (RxH, H) = (-ad’, X, X) = - I[H, X]12. (1) 
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Proposition 1.1. [f’s is u Lie algebra of Icvasawa type satisfying condition [C)] then dim a = 1 
arul S has nqative sectional curvature. 
Proof. Let 5 be a Lie algebra of Iwasawa type. Since a is abelian, a operates on n by commuting 
symmetric maps {adH I,, : H E a) so n has an orthogonal decomposition into root spaces nh, . 
where h, E a* is such that 
adH X; = h;( N)X; for all X; E n;., .
Let HO E a be as in the above definition. Hence RHI,\,, = - ad&(,, has neg,ltive eigenvalues 
l--h, (M,)‘). 
If dim a > 1, it follows that dim ker hi = dim a - 1 3 1: thus for each i. there exists 
H so that h,(l-i) = 0 which implies that adHI, and hence RH(, has zero as an eigenvalue. 
contradicting the fact that all eigenvalues of adH,, (,, are negative. 
Next we show that the sectional curvature is negative. Assume that (h; =: A; (Ho)} are the 
eigenvalues of ad”,, I,, . Let X be a unit vector in 5 and let (Y;) be an orthonormal basis orthogonal 
to X diagonalizing Rx. Since the eigenvalues of Rx Ix_ are (-A;]. we have that for any unit 
vector Y = c, F, Y, 1 orthogonal to X 
K(X. Y) = (RxY, Y) = --&%; < 0. q 
Let 5 be a Lie algebra of Iwasawa type with inner product (. . .) such that a is one-dimensional. 
Let 3 denote the center of n = [s, 51 and let u be the orthogonal complement 01’3 with respect to 
the metric (. , .) restricted to n. Thus n decomposes n = 3 $ u and 5 = n CB IRH, where H E a 
is chosen so that ) H 1 = I and all the eigenvalues of adH In are positive. Note that adH : 3 -+ > 
hence adH : I? -+ TV (since adH is symmetric). 
If (A;} are the eigenvalues of ad H ,,, we denote by nh, the eigenspace associated to the 1 
eigenvalue h;. We recall that n decomposes as an orthogonal direct sum cd nh,, which are 
invariant by adH with the property [nh,. ni, ] c nE,,+h, (by the Jacobi identity). whenevel 
i.; + h, is an eigenvalue. 
The next proposition shows that under the assumption that condition [Cl] is satisfied the 
center of n becomes an eigenspace of adH . 
Proposition 1.2. (f 5 .sati.$es the Osserman condition, then the,fc~llo~~ing conditions hold. 
(i) ad){\:, = h Id. 
Jf’n is not abelian. let (A; : i = 1, . . . . k} denote the eigenwlues qf’adH I,,. arzd let A.1 he thr 
~~~uim~tm. Thtrrz 
(ii) A > A; jhr all i = 1, . . . . k, in particular nk = 3. Morecnyer, h - h t is a/so cm eigemulur 
o/‘adH/n. ~1~1 h1 3 kh. 
(iii) Ini,,. 01 C 3. - 
Proof. (i) If dim3 = 1 only one eigenvalue occurs since 3 is adH-invariant. If dim3 > 1 we 
will show that H is a common eigenvector of all Rz, Z E 3 of length one. In fact for X E n it 
follows from (1) that 
(RzH. X) = -(Vl~,zl Z, X) = 0 and (RzH. H) = - I[H, Z]]‘. 
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Hence 
RzH = - ][H, 2]]* H. 
The map 2 -+ - ][H, .Z]12, defined on the unit sphere of 3, is continuous and takes values 
on the finite set of eigenvalues of - ad,, * . hence it is constant. Since adH is symmetric and its 
eigenvalues are all positive, we have that adH I3 is a multiple of the identity. We set adH la = h Id. 
(ii) Let V be any non-zero vector in nh, Note that there exists some i such that [V, nh, ] # 0 
(otherwise V E 2 fl 0). It follows that [V, V] # 0 is an eigenvector of adH associated to the 
eigenvalue h 1 + Ai, for some Vi E nhi . Finally A, + hi = h since h 1 is the maximum eigenvalue 
ofadHI,.Thus,wehavethath>hi >hiforalli=l,...,k,andtheconditionhi+hi=h, 
implies that hi = h - At is an eigenvalue. Since h - hi < hi we have that hi 3 $A. 
(iii) It is immediate since for V E nk, and X E nh, , i = 1, . . . , k, we have [V, X] = 0 or 
[V, X] is an eigenvector corresponding to h (nh = 2). 0 
For each element Z E j we define a skew symmetric linear transformation jz : o -+ TV by 
jzX = (adx)*Z for all X E D, 
where (adx)* denotes the adjoint of adx . Equivalently, 
(jzX, Y) = ([X, Y], Z) for all X, Y E u, all Z E 2. 
The transformations jz coincides with the usual one in the case of a 2-step nilpotent n (see [6]) 
and play an important role, since the geometry of n and 5 seems to be concentrated in their 
properties. 
We summarize in the next proposition certain restrictions imposed by condition [0] to the 
algebraic structure of the Lie algebra n, involving the transformations { jz : Z E a}. In its 
proof we make use, for convenience of the exposition, of the formula of the curvature operators 
proved in the next section. 
Proposition 1.3. If 5 satisfies the Osserman condition and V E nh, with Al the maximum 
eigenvalue of adH I0 then, 
(i) jzInl, : nhi + nh_h, (hence jg preserves nh,) and the linear map 2 -+ D, Z + jz V is 
one to one. 
(ii) The linear map adv I,, : D -+ 2 is onto. 
(iii) j,V = {jzV : Z E j} is the orthogonal complement of ker adv I0 in O. Consequently, 
u = keradv), @ jzV. 
(iv) adHIjjv = (A - hi) Id. 
(v) If hi is an eigenvalue then h - hi is also an eigenvalue. In particular h -h 1 is the minimum 
eigenvalue of adH ) o. 
Proof. (i) We first note that jz(,,*, : nh, + nh_h, since for X E nh, and Y E nh,, 
(jzX, Y) = ([X, Y], 2) # 0 =+ [X, Y] # 0 and hi + A,i = A. 
Hence jg preserves nh, for all i = 1, . . . , k. Now, by using the formula for Rz given in 
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Proposition 2.1 of the following section, if jz V = 0 for some V E tr., then, 
RZV = -hhl V 
and hhl is an eigenvalue of RzI,,,, . By the Osserman condition we have that hhi = -i,f and 
since J.2 < hi we get h < h, , a contradiction. 
iii) Assume that ad\, In is not onto. If 2 E 3 and Z _L [V. D]. then 
(j,V, Y) = ([V. Y], 2) = 0 for all Y E n. 
Thus jy V = 0. contradicting (i). 
(iii) Since 
(.jzV. Y) = ([V, Y], 2) = 0 for Y E ker ad”l,,, Z E 3 
it follows that 
j3V c (ker ad\/],)‘. 
But from (i) and (ii) above 
dim,i,V = dim3 = dim(ker ad”\,,)‘. 
Hence 
.j3V = (ker advln)’ and D = ker adcIII @ j,V. 
(iv) We show first that ker ad” ID is ade-invariant; in fact 
I/H, YJ. VI = -[[Y, VI. HI - [[V, HI, Y] = -A,IV. Y] = 0 
for Y E ker advln. 
By using that ad H is symmetric, adHlj,v : j3V + j3V. Let ,jzV be an eigenvector of adH 
associated to the eigenvalue hi. Since 
(IV. jzV1. Z) = (jzv, j2V) = IjzV12 # 0, 
itfollowsthatA., +h; =)Lorh; =h-hi.Thusad~Ij,v = (h-J.l)Id. 
iv) Assume that h, is an eigenvalue of adH Ia so that h - hi is not (nh_h, = 0). From (i) above 
j/ I lli, = 0, and using the expression of RZ given in Proposition 2.1 of the next section, for a 
unit Z E 3 and (r. s) satisfying r2 + s2 = 1 we get 
Rr~_+v~ I,,;,, = rz Rzl,,,, - s2 ad”, lnA8 = - (?U.f+,&f) Id. 
Since this eigenvalue is also eigenvalue of RH I,, = - ad; I,,, it must be a constant function of 
(Y. .x) with 6 + s7 = 1. This is impossible since hi < h for all i. 0 
2. Curvature operators and their properties 
Throughout this section 5 will denote a metric Lie algebra of Iwasawa type such that a is 
one dimensional and, if H E a is a unit vector, ad” lj = h Id, n = ek., 6i. nh, where nkJ are the 
eigenspaces of adH I,, . 
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We express the curvature operators of the Lie group S, associated to 5 in terms of the curvature 
of N, the Lie group associated to n, with induced metric from 5 and second fundamental form 
cz with respect to the unit normal vector H. We will denote by R” the curvature tensor of N. 
We recall that if V” denotes the associated connection to the induced metric (. , .) on n, then 
the Gauss’s formula is 
VxY = ViY + (adH X, Y)H 
since the second fundamental form a is defined by 
(4X, y>, H) = (-VXH, Y) = NH, Xl, Y). 
Thus, for any X, Y, W in n, the equation of Gauss yields (see [ 10, Proposition 4.1, Chapter 7)] 
fRfX, Y)Y, W) = (R”(X, Y)Y, I+‘) 
+ (a& X, Y) (adH Y, W) - (adH X, W) (adH Y, Y). 
Hence 
RyX = RFX + (adH X, Y) adH Y - (adH Y, Y) adH X + (RyX, H)H. (2) 
Proposition 2.1. For all Z E 3, 121 = 1, the operator Rz preserves nk, and it is given by 
RZH = -h2H, 
Rzlzl = -h21d, 
Rz(“.+ = -ijgjn.+ - hhi Id. 
Moreover, if r2 + s2 = 1, 
R r~+s~lo = r2Rzlo - s2adiIn + rs(ihjz - jz o adHI,). 
Proof. By an easy computation one sees that if Z, Z’ E 2, X E n 
VgZ’ = 0 and ViZ = ViX = -4jzX. 
From VH = 0 and Gauss’s formula it follows that 
RzH = -V[H,ZI Z = -hVzZ = -h2H. 
Moreover, R;Z’ = 0 and R;X = -a j;X. Applying (2) to a unit Z E 3 and Y E n we get 
RzY = RiY+h2(Y,Z)Z-hadHY 
since (RzY, H) = (Y, R_T H) = 0. Thus 
RZZ* = h2(Z, Z*)Z - h2Z* for Z* E 2, 
RzX=-ij$X-had~X forXEn. 
Therefore, 2 and tr are invariant under the operator R z; moreover Rz preserves nh, since nk, is 
invariant under j$. 
To prove the last assertion, let X E n. Then 
R,-z_k,yHX = r’RzX + s’RHX + rs(R(X. Z)H + R(X. H)Z). 
Computing 
and 
RCX. Z)H = VxVzH - VZVxH = -Vx[H. Z] + V,[H, X] 
= AhjzX - i j, 0 adH X 
R(X, H)Z = -V~X,H)Z = V~H.X)Z = --i j, o adH X, 
we net b 
Rrz+\~ X = r’RzX - s2 ad; X + rs(‘iljzX - jz o adH X) 2 
as claimed. [7 
We recall that h I denotes the maximum eigenvalue of adH lo (see Proposition 1.2 ). 
Proposition 2.2. Jf’ V E nh, , ( VI = 1, the operntor Rv satisfies 
R\,Z = i[V, jzV] - hh,Z - i(ad,,,l,)*V for all Z E 3. 
R”X = -i[V, V;X] - ijLv,xlV - VC(V;X),, - hr adH X 
,fi)/. an? X I V in d, ad 
R,,H = -A.,fH. 
Proof. We compute directly RvZ and R”X for any Z E 3 and any X E n with X I V by 
applying (2). First we observe that 
V;Z = -$ j,V, v;x = $[V, X] + coy/x,,. (3) 
where the notation Y,, and Yjstand for the projection of Y E n onto n or 3 according to the 
orthogonal decomposition of n = 3 $ n. Note that by the Gauss’s formula 
V,V = ([H, VI. V)H = -h,H 
since VFV = 0. Hence for all Y E n 
(R\,Y, H) = (Y. R”H) = -(V,H,\‘,V. Y) = -h,(VvV, Y) = 0. 
From (3) we get 
RCZ = -V(lViV = ;Vi jzV = i[V, ,jzV] + k(V(:,jzV),,. 
ohtaining 
RvZ = RCZ - hhlZ = i[V. jzV] - A.hlZ + ~(V~ji:V),. 
Finally, the expression for RvZ follows from the identity 
(VF.jzV),, = (VvjzV), = -i(adi,v)*V. 
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To obtain RvX we note that Rv X = R”,X - A.1 adH X. We compute 
R;X = V;V;V - V;V;V - Vrx “,V 
= -vgx, V] - vt),v;x - v;‘x,“lv 
= - j,v,x]V - VLViX 
and express 
v;v;x = (VGVFX), + (vf:v;x),. 
Applying (3), these components are given by 
(v;v;x), = ;rv, VFX], 
(V;V;X)b = +,v.x,v + Vt:(V;:X),, 
since for any 2 E 2 
and 
(V~V~X, Z) = -(VcX, VbZ) = i(V;X, j,V) = i([V, VCX], Z) 
(v;v;x), = iV”v[V, X] + v;(v;x>, = -$j,“.x]v + v~(v~x),. 
Hence 
V:V;X = i[V, VbX] - ajLv.xlV + Vi(VGX),, 
and as a consequence, the formula for RvX is as stated above. 
Finally, since (RvH, II) = -(V[H,VI V, II) = hl(VvV, H) = -h:, the last assertion 
follows. 0 
We show next the close relation between the eigenspaces of the curvature operator Rv and 
the eigenspaces of adH 1 D, 
Proposition 2.3. If V E nh, then 
RV : a @u--h + 3 @~A,-A, 
where n2A, _A # 0 if andonly if 2h 1 -A is an eigenvalue. Moreover, if h; # 2h 1 -A, i = 1, . . . , k, 
Rv : nh, + nh, . 
Proof. It will follows by studying the different terms in the expression for Rv obtained in 
Proposition 2.2. We first note that, 
(i) (adj,v)*V E n2h,_h since for X E nh, 
((adj,v)*V, X) = (V, l&V, Xl) # 0 
+ [jzV, X] E nh, and h - hi + hi = hi 
*ki =2h*-h 
(ii) 0; : nh, ~nh,_A~foralli=l,...,k,henceVF.oV(::nh,~nhi.InfactforX~n~, 
andY EnA,. 




L nh, c ker advl,,. 
&#A.->., 
This is immediate, since if [V, X] # 0 for some X E nj_ implies that h; satisfies hl + A, = 7.: 
hence hi = I. -- h 1. which contradicts the election of A;. 
Therefore. it follows from the formula of Rv Id and RI, ju given in Proposition 2.2 that 
and if X E nl);, __; 
Rli:Y = -A[ V. V;X] - ;j,“&’ - V;(V;X), - il,(2h, - A_),~. 
Wc claim that RI/X E 3 @ nzJ,,_j,. 
If 2h1 - h ;f A - it (At # $h) we have that nzl,_;. I nh_,., and [V, nz).,_k I = 0. hence 
[ \‘. X 1 = 0. If 2J.t - h = h - At (At = +A) we observe first that from (iv) of Proposition 1.3 
.A\,.xt\’ E nk-?., = n2b,-i.. 
The last assertion follows easily from Proposition 2.2 since for X E nj_, ~ h, # h-A ,. 2h I -A, 
RvX = -;Llh;X - VC(V”,X), E nj., 
(I L’. X] = 0 and also [V. 01x1 = 0). 
Using the fact that Rv is symmetric and n is the orthogonal direct sum 
UC‘ obtain that nhpi, is also invariant under RLJ since nk_j., is the orthogonal complement ot 
Lj,, *zi, _). ;._)., nh, in TV. 0 
In the next proposition we compute the eigenvalues of Rp for unit vectors V E n;,, . 
Proposition 2.4. Assume that V is a unit vector in nA, . Tlzerz. 
(i) the eigewalue associated to an eigenvector- Z + X E 3 @ n7i., -,. of Rv ljen2,, , is 
(R,r(Z + X). Z + X) = -hh, IZI’ - h,(2h, - h)iXl’ 
;: I[V, XII? + I$jzv - (Vr,X),J2. -- 
(ii) For Rvj,,,_,, . M’itl? h - hl # 2ht - A. the eigenvalue associated to NII eigem*ector 
X + .irV E n.!-b, = ker ad,, n nJ,_h, @ jj V. is 
(R\/(X + .jzV), X + jzV) = -h~(h - h,)(lXl’+ II,jzVI’) 
- ;irv. .i/Vf + 1pqx + j,V,),$ 
(iii) fi)r hi f h - h 1, 2A.t - A. the eigenvalue of Rv I,,,., assoc.iated to X E nh, is 
(RvX. X) = -hlhj + ((V;X),/‘. 
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Proof. (i) We compute (RvZ, Z), (RvZ, X) and (RI/X, X) to obtain 
(Rv(Z + Xl, z + X) = (RVZ, Z) +2(&/Z, X) + (RI/X, X). 
Using the formulas for Rv given in Proposition 2.2, we get 
(RvZ, Z) = $([V, jzV], Z) -Ah, 1Z12 = ; (jzV12 -Ah, IZI”, 
(RvZ,X) = -$((adj,v)*V,X) = -i(v, [~zV, Xl), 
and 
(RvX, X) = --$(j,v.x,V, X) - (V;(V;:X),, X) - h1(2h1 -A.) lX12 
- a I[V,Xl12 + I(v;x),12 - hl(2hI -h)IX12. 
Substituting the above expressions we obtain 
(Rv(Z + X), Z + X) = -Ah, (Z12 - h,(2h, -h) /Xl2 - ; I[V, XII2 
+ + ljA2 - ;cv, uzv, Xl) + /(v”,qII~” 
= -Ah, (Z12 - h,(2h, - h) (Xl2 - + ][V, XII2 
+ 1;jzv - (v;x)pJ2. 
Here we used the equalities 
;cv, ]jzV, Xl) = ~qx, jzw = q;jzv, (v;x)J 
which imply 
a ljzV12 - ;cv, ]jzV, Xl) + ~(v;x),~’ = 1;jzv - (vyqtl12. 
(ii) We note that it follows from Proposition 1.3 (iii) and (iv) that nh+ = ker adv nn,_,, CB 
ja V as an orthogonal direct sum. Let X E ker adv fin,_,, and j, V E j3 V be such that X + jz V 
is an eigenvector associated to an eigenvalue of Rv InA_, ,
(Rv(X+jzV>,X+jzV) = (RvX,X) + (RvjzV,jzVj +2(RvX,jzV). 
Applying the formulas given in Proposition 2.2. we get 
(RvX, X) = -Al@ -AI) IXl2 + /(V;X)o12, 
(RvjzV, jzv) = -~(jrv,j,vlV, jzv) + I(VC.izV),12 
-hi@ -AI) IjzV12 
and 
= -i IV, hVl12 + I(V~jzV),~2 -AI@ -AI) ljzV12 
(RvX,jzV) = -W~:(V~X~,~ZV) -hl(h -h~)(X,jzV) 
= ((VFXh, V$jzV) = ((VCX>o, (VGjzV)tl} 
since (X, jzV) = 0. 
Substituting these three last expressions in the first one, we get 
(Ry(X + .;zvj. x + jzV) = -h,(h - A,) ([Xl2 + IjzV12) - i I[V. .jzV]l’ 
+ I(w),12 + I(%& “),I’ + 2(W~Xh. (V;,i,V),,) 
= -hl(h - Al) (1x1' + l.j~Vl’) - i l[V. .jzV]12 
+ I(VG(X + .izV)),(‘. 
(iii) Note that for A; # h - A,, 2hi - h, it follows. as in the proof of the last part of 
Proposition 2.3, that for X E nh,, 
RI/X = -h,h;X - v;(v;x), 
Hence 
(R”X. X) = -AlA; - (v;(v;x),, X) = -h,E‘.; + i(V;:X),I’, 
since Vy, is skew-symmetric. 0 
3. Osserman condition and the distribution of the eigenvalues 
In this section we will assume 5 to be a Lie algebra of Iwasawa type satisfying the Osserman 
condition, hence (see Section 1) the results of the preceding section can be applied. We recall 
that it follows from Proposition 1.3 that adH Ij = h Id and for any A; an eigenvalue of adH In. 
h -- h, is also an eigenvalue. In particular, h - h, is the minimum. 
Lemma 3.1. t?)r all A.; # A.1 we have that A; <l 2hl - h. 
Proof. We first note that if hi - hi is an eigenvalue of adHID, then hi < 2iii - i, since in this 
case ;ti - h, 3: h - 11. Suppose there exists hi so that 2hl - h < A; < A,I and let hz be the 
maximum A.; with this property. By the assertion above Al - hz is not an eigenvalue of adH. 
hence n,., _L, =: 0. Thus V$ In, 2 = 0 and applying Proposition 2.2 
R\J It,,? = -h,A21d. 
Consequently, if Rv I,,,, takes the eigenvalue -A: we will have h I hl = A;. Since there are no 
eigenvalues between hl and A?, we get a contradiction. 0 
Proposition 3.2. For ~111 Z E 3 with 1 ZI = 1, thr operator RZ .sati.$es 
R&,, = 4; Id. 
Moreover. w’e have that,for all Z E 3 
l.jzVl’ = 4h,(h -A,) 1Z12 
trlrd 
[V, jzV] = I.jA’ ---z = 4h,(h - h,)Z. 
El2 
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Proof. Assume that the eigenvalue -h: is taken in RZ InA, . It follows from Proposition 2.1 that 
there exist a unit vector X in nh, such that 
-h: = (RZX, X) = $ jjzX12 - Ah;, 
hence 
; ijzxi* = hhi - h: 3 0. 
By using the previous lemma, if hi # hi we have that 
h; < hhi < h(2h* - h) = -h2 + 2hh, ) 
implying that 
(h, - h)2 < 0, which is impossible. 
Therefore, by the assumption of condition [0], the eigenvalue -h: is taken in nh, counting its 
multiplicity, since Rzlzl = -h21d and RZ H = -h2H. Thus Rzl,,, = -hf Id. 
To prove the last assertion let Z E 2 and V E nh, be unit vectors. From 
-h; = (RZV, V) = ; IjzV12 - hhl 
it follows that 
~IjzV12=Li(h-hi)lZ]* foranyZE2. 
Furthermore, by polarizing the equation above 
(jzV,jpV) =0 forallZ*IZina. 
Thus, using the facts 
]V, jzvl E 2 and ([V, jzV1, Z*) = (jpV, jzV) for Z* E 2, 
we obtain 
1 IhV12 
IV, jzvl = ([V, jzvl, Z)_2Z = (jzv, jzV)&Z = 1212 
IZI 
z = 4h, (h - hi)Z 
as claimed. q 
Lemma 3.3. If 5 satisfies condition [0] and V E nh, , I V 1 = 1, then RI/ does not take the 
eigenvalue -A2 in 2 @3 n2h,_h. 
Proof. (i) Assume h - hr # 2hi - h. We note that in this case [V, X] = 0 for X E nzh,+ 
(hi # ih). Then if -h2 is the eigenvalue associated to an eigenvector Z + X in 2 G? n2h,_h with 
]Z12 + ]X12 = 1, it follows from (i) of Proposition 2.4 that 
h2 = hhi(Z12 +h,(2hl - h)]X12 - 1;jzv - (v;:x)J2 
=hhi -2h10,--Xi)IXI’-/$jzV-(V~X)J2, 
thus h2 < hhi , contradicting hi < h. 
(ii) if h - hr = 2ht - A. (hi = $A), Lemma 3.1 implies that only two eigenvalues of adH It, 
occur, namely { +A.. $A}. It follows from Proposition 3.2 that RI I,,, , = -hf Id 
I,jz% VI’ = 4hl(i, - A,) lZ*l* and [V,jpVl =4hr(E,-ht)Z* 
for all z* E 2. 
Now, using Proposition 2.2, it follows that RvlEHen,,n,. = -iiT Id. and R1, : 3 $ n,,: - 
3 Cl n,~, 3. Therefore, if the eigenvalue -A’ is attained in 2 @ n,;i with associated unit eigenvector 
Z t X E 3 @ nh/3. applying Proposition 2.4 (i) again we get 
h’ == AA, IZI’ + A., (2A.l - A) 1x1’ + i I[V. Xl\’ - 1 ;jilv - (v;:x)J . 
Now, decompose nj._h, = ker advl,, n n;._h, @ j3V and express X = Y + ,jz4 V with (Z/’ + 
IY!’ + /,jpVI* = I. Then [V. X] = [V. ,jpV] and 
I[V. XII’ = IIV. ,jz-VII’ = (4hr(h -hi) IZ*I)’ = 4h,(A -h,) I,jz+VI’. 
when substituted in the expression above, give us. 
.2 h q = hh,lZI? + h,(2h, - A)(lYl’ $- Ij,AI’) 
+ ~IIV,,jpVll’- i$jzV - (V(JX),/2 
==hhlIZ1’+hl(2h1 -l~)lYI’+A.~(23,~ -A)ljz.VI’ 
+ 3A1(h - hl)ljpV/* - l$jzV - (VbX),l’ 
q =hE,,IZl3+A.,(2h, -h)IYI?+h,(2h-h,)l,jZ~Vl’ 
- 1;.jzv - (v;x)$. 
Now, using /,jzt V/’ = I - /Z/’ - lY 12. we get 
A’ _= h,(2h -A,) - h,(h - h,)lZI1 - 3h,(h - h,)lYI’ 
- I;.;/+ - (V;X),l’ 
or equivalently. 
(h -- A,)’ + hl(h - A,)(lZ12 + 3lYl2) $- I$.jzv - (Vl’X),l’ = 0 
which is impossible. 0 
Remark 3.1. The Lie algebra 5 = 3 6~ nhi3 CB nIAi3 @ IRH provides examples of negatively 
curved metric Lie algebras of Iwasawa type, extensions of a 3-step nilpotent n. that do not 
satisfy Osserman condition. 
These Lie algebras can be constructed by taking for example, n = span{ Z, X, . Y;, V, ) with 
brackets 
[X;, Yj] = v,, IX;, V;] = z 
and all other brackets zero. Moreover, nh/3 , n xhl?, the span of {X, . Y;) and { V, }. respectively. 
are the eigenspaces of adH It, with eigenvalues fh and $A. 
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For any metric on 5 of negative curvature (such a metric exists by [9]), let H’ be orthogonal 
to n. According to [8, Corollary 2.101 there exists s = exp X, X E n, such that Ad(s)H’ = H 
and Ad(s) induces on 5 an isometric metric so that H is orthogonal to n. Hence by considering on 
5 this new metric, H is orthogonal to n and satisfies that adH I,, has h, iA and ih as eigenvalues. 
We note that in the course of the proof of Lemma 3.3 we have shown that in this case, for any V E 
n2+ the operator Rv does not have -h2 as eigenvalue. Thus 5 does not satisfy condition [O]. 
Theorem 3.4. Ifs is a Lie algebra of Iwasawa type satisfying the Osserman condition, then 
the associated simply connected Lie group S with left invariant metric is a symmetric space of 
noncompact ype and rank one. 
Proof. In the case n abelian, since ad H ,, = h Id, the Lie group S corresponds to the real 1 
hyperbolic space of constant sectional curvature. Assume that n is not abelian and let h, be 
the maximum eigenvalue of adH I,,. We will prove first that h 1 = $A. In particular only two 
eigenvalues occur. 
We recall that under the assumption that condition [0] is satisfied -h2 is an eigenvalue of 
Rv for a unit V E nh,. 
case hi = +A, 
The previous lemma implies h - hi # 2hi - h (hi # $h) since in the 
n = 2 6B n;* @ n2 ghl RvIRH@~,,~v~ = -hYId, 
hence -h2 is not an eigenvalue of RV (see Lemma 3.3). Since Rv preserves nh_h, (Prop. 2.3) it 
also follows from the previous lemma that -h2 is attained in nhpk, since it can not be attained 
in nh, for hi # h - hi, 2hi - h (see (iii) of Proposition 2.4). 
Let X + jz V E ni_h, = ker adv n nhdh, @ ja V the eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue 
-h2 with ]X12 + I j, VI2 = 1. It follows from (ii) of Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 3.2 that 
h2 = h~(h - AI) + i I[V, j_7V112 - I(Vf(X + jzV))J’ 
= AI@ -AI) + a (4h1(h -AI) lZl>* - I(VCCX + jzV))J2 
= hl(h -Al) + 3h,(h - hl) (4h,(h -Al) IZI’) 
- )(Vt(X + jzV))D/2. 
Now, since 
1 = IX12 + I &VI2 = l-Xl2 + 4h1 (h - A-1) ]Z12 (Proposition 3.2) 
we have 4h1 (A - h I > I2 I2 6 1, that when substituted in the above expression for h2, give us 
~‘~~~O,-~I)+~E.I(E.-~I)-I(V~(X+~~V))~~” 
= 4h1G -AI) - I(VF(X + jzV))h/2 
=4hlh-4h+ I(VG(X+ j_7V))J2. 
Equivalently, 
h2 -4hih +4hT + 1(0$(X + j,V))v12 < 0 
01 
(* -- *w’ + I(v;<x + j7V))J < 0. 
It then follows that the unique possibility is hl = +A. Consequently 
ad& = hId and adHI, = ihId 
since h - A 1 is the minimum. Moreover from the expression 
Rz/,, = -I .? 1J7 - $h’Id = -ih’Id for IZ\ = I 
wc obtain that ,jz satisfies 
ig -= -A’ /ZI’ for all Z 6 3. 
Hence. multiplying the metric (. , .) by the factor h’ the Lie algebra 5 decomposes 5 = 
n .B lRH~~. HO a unit vector in a, (Ho = H/h) and 
adHJ, = Id. adH,,l,, = ; Id. 
j$ := -IZI’Id forallZ ~3. 
Hence 5 is the canonical l-dim solvable extension of an H-type nilpotent n. Since K < 0. it 
follows from [S] that S is a symmetric space of noncompact ype and rank one. c! 
Corollary 3.5. !f M is a non-Jtat homogeneous pace of nonpositi~~e curvature sutisfiing the 
0~srrrntm condition then M is a symmetric, space of noncompact type and rank one. 
Proof. We first remark that under the asumption that M satisfies condition [0], M is an Einstein 
space. By applying Corollary 1 of (121 it follows that M is a simply connected homogeneous 
space of nonpositive curvature since it is non-flat. Hence M can be represented as a simply 
connected solvable Lie group S with a left invariant metric of nonpositive curvature. If 5 i:, 
the Lie algebra of S then 5 decomposes as 5 = n @ a where a, the orthogonal complemenr 
of n = 15. 51 is an abelian subalgebra of 5 (see [ 11). Thus 5 is a metric Lie algebra which i>, 
Einstein. 
Since 5 is non-flat. Proposition 4.9 and Theorem 4.10 of [S] imply that 5 is non-unimodular 
and isometric to a metric Lie algebra 5’ of Iwasawa type. Hence S is isometric to S’ with the 
induced metric of 5’. It follows from Theorem 3.4 that S’, hence M is a symmetric space of 
noncompact ype and rank one. 0 
Remark 3.2. When n is *-step nilpotent, the proof of Theorem 3.4 follows by a simpler 
argument. 
In this case we have that [o, tl] c 3. Hence, for a unit V E nk,, X c: u and Z E 3. 
tad,,,, )* V = 0 and (VCX), = 0 since (V, [ jzV, X]) = 0. It then follows that the formulas 
Ii U- the curvature operators have the simpler expression 
RZY = -ijsY -had” Y, 
R\/Z = ;[ V. ,izV] - hh,Z, 
R\,Y = -:,jlv.y]V -hi adH Y. 
(4) 
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We observe directly that for a unit V E nh,, Rv : 3 + 3 hence Rv : D + 0. Moreover 
Rv : ker ad” + ker ad” since Rv : j,V + j,V and b = ker adv ~3 jab’. By using (4) above, 
if hi are the eigenvalues of adH lkeradv we get 
Rvlkerad” n II;,, = -AI& Id. 
Hence it follows from the expression of Rv I3 that the eigenvalue --A* is attained in ja V. Thus 
counting multiplicities, we have 
Rv [xv = -A* Id. 
In the case of Rv j, V we have -i jrv,.h VI V - hl (A - h ~)j, V = -A2 j, V, or equivalently 
Therefore, we obtain 
$[V, jzV] = (A* - hl(h - Al))2 
since the linear map Z + jzV is an isomorphism. If we substitute [V, jzV] in (4) we get 
Rvlj = ;(A* +A: -4hh,)Id. 
Finally, we also have Rvla = -(A - Al)2 Id since -(A - AI)~ > --hAi > -A*. Hence 
$2 + h: - 4hh,) = (h - A*)*, 
and solving this equation in Al we obtain that the unique possibility is h 1 = ;A. as claimed. 
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